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Abstract 

Graphical modelling languages, such as UML, are commonly used by software developers to 

plan and design larger systems. In order to test these designs, executable models such as 

foundational UML utilizing the action language Alf have been introduced. This added 

functionality makes it possible to analyse the system during the design phase. One type of 

analysis that may be of interest is the flow analysis. One way of performing such an analysis 

is through the use of the SWEET (SWEdish Execution Time) tool, developed at Mälardalen 

University. 

SWEET requires code to be in the intermediate language ALF (not to be confused with Alf 

for modelling), so in order to perform a flow analysis during the design phase of a system, 

the textual modelling language Alf has to be translated to the intermediate language for 

flow analysis ALF. 

This paper begins by presenting the problem and background of performing such a 

translation and continues by describing the methods used to determine a subset of Alf 

suited for translation. The proposed translation is finally validated through the (manual) 

translation and verification of a case study.  
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1 Introduction 

In software development, it is common practice for many companies to start the 

development by designing the system in a graphical modelling language, the most common 

being UML (Unified Modelling Language). By designing the system in a modelling language, 

the developers can visualise and understand the system at a higher abstraction level than a 

conventional programming language permits, which in turn helps when developing large 

and complex systems. 

While the modelled design is good for understanding a system, it would also be 

advantageous to be able to execute and analyse the design directly. This functionality is 

possible using foundational UML (fUML), an executable subset of UML. A problem with 

designing executable models is the complexity of graphically modelling functions and 

mathematical expressions. In order to combat this issue the textual language Alf (Action 

language for fUML, referred to as fAlf in the rest of the report to avoid confusion with the 

intermediate language ALF) was created, which is a language similar to C/Java that is 

mapped to a fUML model for execution. 

One analysis that may be of interest on these models is the flow analysis, which examines 

the program flow in order to determine constraints on the system, such as loop bounds, 

infeasible paths, and mutual exclusivity of program segments. One purpose of flow analysis 

is to automatically calculate such flow facts for a worst-case execution time (WCET) 

calculation. With the absence of a flow analysis tool for fAlf, such flow facts have to be 

calculated manually. One tool for determining flow constraints is the SWEET (SWEdish 

Execution Time) tool [1], developed at Mälardalen University, which uses the intermediate 

language ALF (Artist2 Language for Flow analysis [2], not to be confused with the fUML 

language fAlf). 

The big advantage of being able to analyse the system during the modelling phase is the 

possibility to address potential issues early in the development for lesser cost of time and 

resources. In order to perform a flow analysis on a fUML model in SWEET, the fAlf language 

needs to be translated into ALF. The problem of performing this translation comes from the 

different abstraction levels of the two languages. It may be difficult and meaningless to 

translate parts representing the higher abstraction levels of the UML model in fAlf, as these 

may be insignificant in the scope of a flow analysis. 
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1.1 Problem Formulation 

The purpose of the work is to investigate the translation possibilities from fAlf to ALF in 

order to enable flow analysis at an earlier stage of system development. By doing this, the 

following question will be answered: 

What parts of the textual modelling language fAlf are possible and meaningful to translate 

into ALF, for flow analysis in SWEET? 

Due to limited time and the size of fAlf, the work is restricted to chosen subsets of the 

minimum conformance in fAlf [3]. 

2 Background 

This section further discusses the background of the work starting with foundational UML, 

its relation to fAlf as well as presenting code mapped to fUML. We then continue with 

discussing WCET analysis and its uses as well as the language ALF. After that, translation 

between program languages and some of the methods used is discussed. Finally, some 

related work is presented, discussed and compared to our problem. 

2.1 Foundational UML and fAlf 

Modelling languages are used in order to plan and understand complex system designs, 

which in turn may result in higher productivity. Foundational UML in particular has the 

added benefit (compared to non-executable modelling languages) that it supports 

analysing and testing the system before the implementation phase. The possibility of 

executing fUML depends on the specification of its semantics, since an executable model 

requires the semantics to be well defined. 

As previously stated in the introduction, the textual language fAlf is used in order to make it 

easier to define methods and mathematical expressions in fUML. The language itself highly 

resembles C-like languages with object oriented constructs, specifically Java. Like most 

programming languages, fAlf supports standard constructs such as variables, loops, 

functions, and conditional statements (as seen in figure 1). Apart from these standard 

constructs, fAlf also support constructs from the object oriented paradigm such as classes, 

inheritance, and encapsulation.  
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Figure 1. Two fAlf functions displaying some of the common constructs such as: functions, declarations, assignments, 
conditional if-statements, and while-loops. 

To further extend on object oriented constructs, fAlf allows for so called active classes 

where each instance of the class have their own thread of control. These active objects can 

then communicate with each other through the use of receptions and signals, which is a 

behavioural feature for active classes. Through the use of active classes and the 

communication between them, cooperating systems may be modelled. 

Though it is possible to declare your own datatypes in fAlf, the standard types are limited 

to booleans, integers, strings, unlimitednatural (unlimited natural numbers), bit strings, and 

sequences. The latter (sequences) is fAlf’s standard container with dynamic size, 

enumerability, and functions such as select and reduction. 

This segment only mentioned some of fAlf’s constructs, for a complete language 

specification see [3]. 

When the code is to be executed, it is mapped into fUML which can be seen as a virtual 

machine for executing the code. The relation between the two can be seen in figure 2, 

which shows a function and its corresponding graphical model. 
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Figure 2. fAlf code for Quicksort, as well as its corresponding fUML model as seen in the official fAlf syntax documentation [3]. 

2.2 WCET Analysis 

When developing stable and safe real-time systems the determination of upper bounds of 

execution times in the system, commonly called Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs), is 

necessary. It is especially important in so called hard real-time systems, where software 

finishing too early or too late can have fatal consequences. One example being an airbag 

deployment system: if it is deployed too early or too late there is a great risk of injury. 

Therefore, timing information of all tasks in the system needs to be known in order to 

properly schedule their execution so they will meet all their timing requirements [1]. 

One step in order to calculate this timing information is by performing a so-called static 

flow analysis to obtain information of how the program is executed. By performing a flow 

analysis, bounds on loop iterations, function calls and dependencies between conditional 

statements can be calculated. The flow analysis needs to be performed on all possible 

execution paths in order to find the longest path (finding the shortest path also allows for 

calculating the Best-Case Execution Time).  
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SWEET performs flow analysis using a process called Abstract Execution. The program is 

“executed” with the variable values represented with “abstract variables”, their value being 

the set of possible values for the variable at each program point. The state at a program 

point also includes information about the total amount of executions for that state, 

information that can be used to compute loop bounds and other flow facts. For a more 

detailed description of Abstract Execution, see [4]. 

To calculate a final WCET value, the flow facts are combined with hardware information 

such as how long each operation/instruction takes to execute. This is usually taken from a 

given timing model of the target architecture. 

In order to perform a WCET analysis, some assumptions must be made on the system. 

Interrupts, and hardware-related issues such as memory access times should be handled 

by a separate analysis. It is common to assume that the calculated WCET is valid for a 

program executing alone and undisturbed on the hardware in question. It is also important 

to note that the calculated WCET should be both safe (i.e. not underestimated) and tight 

(overestimation should be small) [5], compared to the real WCET. 

2.3 ALF 

SWEET uses the intermediate language ALF in order to perform flow analysis. The idea 

behind ALF was to have a single generic language for flow analysis that could be generated 

from sources at either binary, source or intermediate code level, as the different levels have 

individual pros and cons for the purpose of flow analysis [2].  

2.3.1 Structure and Data Model 

The structure of ALF is similar to C, as it is an imperative language with declarations of 

functions and global variables followed by executable code for each function in the form of 

a number of statements executed sequentially. As in C, functions have their own scopes and 

can have locally declared variables. 

Before any declarations, the endianness (biggest byte first, or last) of the program and the 

size of the least accessible unit need to be defined. This is important due to the fact that 

ALF was created with flexibility in mind and is supposed to be generated from a wide 

number of different sources such as linked binaries, source code, and compiler 

intermediate formats which can have different sizes for the least accessible unit and 

endianness [6]. 
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Data memory in ALF is divided into frames. Each frame has a base address as well as a size, 

and access is done similar to arrays in C, by using the base address as well as an offset (the 

offset being a natural number). Frames can be allocated both statically, by explicit 

declaration, and dynamically, as local data inside a scope such as functions or calling a 

function similar to malloc in C called DYN_ALLOC. What is interesting to note is that even 

though dynamic memory allocation can be modelled in ALF the SWEET tool cannot analyse 

such code at this moment. 

2.3.2 Types and Operators 

ALF values can be one of the following two types: 

● Bitstring types 

○ numerical values 

■ integer 

■ unsigned integer 

■ float 

■ etc. 

● Symbolic types 

○ framerefs (base pointer to data) 

○ lrefs (pointer to label) 

○ data address (frameref + offset) 

○ code address (lref + offset) 

 

Outside of these ALF also has a special value, undefined, for when the source cannot be 

translated into sensible ALF-code.  

Types in ALF are defined by the type of the value as well as its maximum size which is 

either bounded or unbounded (unbounded sized types are used for modelling expressions 

with mathematical sets). Only bounded values can be stored in frames in ALFs data 

memory. 

As ALF types are defined by both value and size, equality between two values requires 

them to be both of the same basic type (basic types being bitstrings or one of the symbolic 

types) as well as having the same size. For instance, the constant “42” of size 16 bits is not 

equal to “42” of size 32 bits.  
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Due to this addition to the type system, nearly all operators have the size as an additional 

parameter. There are five kinds of operators in ALF (for a complete list of available 

operators, see [6, pp. 15-18]): 

● Limited size data operators. Mostly common machine-code operators such as 

arithmetic, comparisons and shifts. 

● Unlimited size data operators. Used to model semantics for operations whose result 

cannot be represented using finite operators (see [6, p. 18] for an example). 

● Bitstring operators. Used for operations when masking etc. is needed. 

● Conversion from bitstrings to natural numbers. 

● Conditional operators used to define functional semantics. 

 

Due to the targeted flexibility of ALF it must support both low- and high-level programming 

constructs, while still being suitable as a flow analysis representation. Therefore it has 

features often found in low-level programming languages, such as loads, stores and labels 

while at the same time having more high-level operators such as switch and 

argument/return lists in function calls. 

This mixing of low- and high-level constructs coupled with having to pass a size for every 

operator can make ALF seem complicated when compared to the equivalent in C (as seen in 

figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. A translation example from a C statement into ALF code taken from [2]. Note the size declarations following all the 
operand names (coloured markings added for clarity). 

The if-statement in C is implemented in ALF using the switch operation, which jumps to the 

place where the expression of target (the red marking) matches the evaluated value of the 

switch (the blue marking). In this case it will perform a signed less-or-equal (the s_le 

operator) on the values of x and y, which evaluates to 1 if true, otherwise 0. The target 
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expression is the 1-bit constant value 1, so if 𝑥 ≤  𝑦, execution will continue from the label 

referenced in target (i.e. exit), otherwise it will continue after the switch. As is shown with 

the green marking, the assignment of 42 to the variable z is done using a store with its 

corresponding with. 

2.4 Program Language Translation 

Programming has gone from writing machine code directly for a given system to writing it 

in a higher-level source language that is then translated into specific hardware instructions 

by a compiler. This is the most widely use of language translation in the area of computer 

science. It might also be of interest to translate to another language in order to make use of 

different tools and platforms that are incompatible with the original language. 

The general steps of automated program translation are the following [7]: 

1. The source is divided into a sequence of atomic parts called tokens. 

2. This sequence is then parsed using grammar rules based on the language in order to 

validate the source, building a parse tree representing the source in the process. 

3. The parse tree is analysed in order to check that the source is semantically correct. 

4. Often, intermediate code is generated at this point, which is code that is both easy to 

produce from the source as well as easy to translate into the target. 

5. The generated intermediate code is then used to generate the actual code. 

 

It is important that the end result is semantically equivalent to the source code. This is 

especially important to keep in mind when doing a translation between abstraction levels, 

as semantic functionality being done “under the hood” on a higher abstraction level would 

have to be emulated in some way in the target. 

As a simple example of this, consider the evaluation of logical OR expressions. The 

expression x OR y is evaluated by first checking x and only if it is false is y evaluated. When 

programming in a higher level language like C, Java or fAlf this is done “automatically” but 

to simulate this in a low-level language some extra care must be taken, in this case by 

checking the value of x and if it is true bypass the evaluation of y completely. 

Other problems when translating between languages is the difference in supported 

constructs. In order to resolve this issue, the missing constructs need to be implemented or 

the translation may lose too much value. This is particularly important when translating 

between different abstraction levels and program language paradigms as the difference in 

supported constructs may be large. 
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2.5 Related Work 

The methods for translating between programming languages often use concepts from 

compiler theory. As stated by Aho et al. in [7], “front-end” technology such as using 

grammars, parsers, and syntax-directed translators are still in wide use even though they 

have been around for a long time. For instance, a bottom-up parser was introduced by 

Knuth [8] in 1965. 

Another work in translating from a textual system model is [9], which translates into 

several different target languages from Event-B notation [10]. The translation is done in 

several steps. First, since Event-B uses special set notations which cannot be directly 

translated into any of the targeted languages, any such notations are rewritten 

automatically. The target source code is then generated using the appropriate translation 

module for the specific target language. 

In more direct relation to this work, there are papers discussing and suggesting solutions 

for translation from the source language fAlf to a different target language. In [11], an 

intermediate meta-model is utilized in order to make the solution adaptable to different 

target languages. The adaptability gained from the use of a meta-model was of interest due 

to the core differences of our target and source language. 

Since only ALF code is analysable by the SWEET tool, applications first need to be 

translated into this language in order to be analysed. Though there exists a translator from 

the source language C into ALF called AlfBackend [12], the documentation of how this was 

achieved is limited, which reduced the use of its underlying theory in this work. 

Some work in automatically producing ALF code has been done. Bound-T [13] is a WCET 

analysis tool.  Bound-T has, among other things, been coupled with SWEET in order to 

better analyse and resolve dynamic branches (jump locations known only during runtime) 

in machine code, a critical problem that practical analysis tools must be able to handle in a 

precise fashion. 

The work presented in three master theses [14]-[16] aimed at generating ALF code from 

different sources. One of them [14] resulted in a translator from CRL2, the intermediate 

language used in the flow analysis tool aiT [17], to ALF. It has the effect of extending the set 

of analysable languages using SWEET to include CRL2, much like this work intends to do 

for a subset of fAlf. One conclusion reached in [15] and [16] is that parts of the source 

language that are irrelevant for flow analysis cannot be skipped as it might result in a loss 

of functionality, so extra care was taken in order to avoid this in our work. Though some 
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parts of these works were interesting the difference in abstraction level between CRL2 and 

fAlf was too big to yield direct applicable use, though the general approach to the problem 

was still of value. 

3 Methods 

The thesis work was divided into three concrete parts, the first being information gathering 

in order to plan the work, as well as preparing for the analysis. The information was found 

through a literature study on areas of interest, such as flow analysis, program language 

translation as well as information on the source and target languages. Additionally, 

meetings with experts at MDH were held in order to collect information not found in 

literature. 

In the second phase, an analysis on the two languages (fAlf and ALF) was made in order to 

find their similarities and possible mappings between them. Through this work, a useful 

subset to translate from fAlf to ALF was found. This subset was then further restricted by 

the limitations of what can be expressed in ALF. 

During the last phase, the design and discoveries made in the second phase were evaluated 

through a case study where an example was translated. The translation was then tested 

and validated in order to serve as a proof of concept for translating fAlf to ALF. 

4 Design Decisions 

In order to limit the work of translating between the two languages, subsets from the 

minimum conformance of fAlf were chosen due to their necessity and how they would be of 

interest to program flow analysis. The first subsets to be selected were standard 

programming constructs such as assignment, expressions and program control, as they are 

required for standard program flow and execution. 

Another subset considered necessary for the translation was classes along with 

inheritance, since the lack of such a construct would be too restrictive, especially to the 

modelling aspects of fAlf. With the inclusion of object-oriented programming, 

encapsulation by use of access modifiers and the ability to classify objects were also 

considered interesting for analysis. 

Other parts of fAlf chosen for analysis were those related to dynamic memory and 

parallelism, such as recursion and signals respectively. These were considered interesting 
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as the limitations on SWEET were thought to impact the resulting usefulness of a 

translation. 

Along with the already mentioned subsets, fAlf also has support for directly inlining code in 

several different languages such as C, C++ or Java. Inlining can be used when fAlf is not 

sufficient to express an implementation or for optimisation targeting a specific language. 

While complete support for inlining is beyond the scope of this work, it was still considered 

in our analysis in order to determine its usefulness and how to incorporate it into a 

translation. 

Due to the time constraints of the project, a complete implementation of a translator was 

considered to be too ambitious. One possible workaround to this was to utilize the results 

from the research project translating fAlf to C++ [11], which offers a working translator for 

a subset of fAlf. This could then be pipelined with a C++ to C translator, giving the 

alternative translation path: fAlf → C++ → C → ALF. However, after discussing the idea with 

representatives from the WCET and fAlf to C++ research groups, it was decided that too 

much information would be lost in the intermediate steps for this to be a viable alternative. 

The fAlf to C++ translator can however be used as a basis of a future translator, since the 

use of a general intermediate model makes a change of the target language relatively easy. 

Instead of the alternative translation path above, it was decided to make a translation by 

hand as a proof of concept. While translating directly from fAlf to ALF would have been 

optimal, it was cancelled due to the complicated and machine-like syntax of ALF. Instead, C 

was chosen as an intermediate language, since the structure of ALF is similar to C and the 

syntax is close to fAlf. This in combination with the existence of a C-to-ALF translator led to 

the subsets instead being mapped by hand into C followed by the use of the C-to-ALF 

translator to produce the final ALF code (as described in Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. The stepwise method used to translate from fAlf to ALF, shown as a pipeline. 
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5 Result 

By hand-translating the subsets and analysing the limitation of the target language, the 

possibilities and restrictions of an automatic translation could be discovered. Most of the 

standard programming constructs, such as assignments, loops and expressions were easily 

mapped (assignment seen in table 1), as they are similar in fAlf, C and ALF. 

Table 1. Translation of assignment from fAlf to ALF. Note that true is replaced by the constant value “1”. 

fAlf ALF 

x = true; { store { addr 32 { fref 32 "x" } { dec_unsigned 

32 0 } } with { dec_unsigned 32 1 } } 

The limitations on dynamic memory enforced by SWEET resulted in restrictions to 

recursive functions due to the dynamic memory needed in nested function calls. Though 

recursive functions may be rewritten into loops, supporting recursion was considered 

being beyond the scope of this work. 

All of the standard datatypes in fAlf were possible to translate with some restrictions. The 

boolean, integer, and bit string types were easily translatable since they are very similar in 

both languages. The container type sequence as well as strings on the other hand had to be 

restricted due to the need for dynamic memory, resulting in the lack of support for 

containers with dynamic length. The last standard datatype, unlimitednatural, was 

considered translatable when limiting its use to the minimum conformance of fAlf [3, pp. 

26-28]. 

Additionally, limits enforced by the target language ALF, and the SWEET tool, prevents the 

support for parallel behaviour. The absence of such functionality restricts the use of 

multiple active classes as the sequential nature of ALF only allows for one. This in turn 

removes the need for signals in the translation as they are used for direct communication 

between active classes. 

Another part of the source language that is not supported in the target language is object 

oriented constructs. However, unlike parallelism it is possible to work around this 

restriction using some of the available C-like constructs. Class definitions are written as 

structs containing the data variables with membership functions being globally defined, 

taking a struct pointer to the calling object. Inheritance is implemented by composition 

where a parent struct object is one of the variables inside the child struct [18]. 
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Some object-oriented functionality such as classification and access modifiers cannot be 

implemented due to restrictions in ALF. However, since the fAlf code should be 

semantically correct, no invalid variable access should exist in the code, resulting in no 

need for modifiers in the translation. Classification of types on the other hand is not 

translated due to the fact that ALF has no concept of type matching as its variables are seen 

as a bitstring of a certain length. 

Apart from the subsets that were possible and those that were restricted, inlining was 

instead for the most part considered unnecessary and beyond the scope of the translation 

as this would require support for multiple translators to ALF. The exception to this was the 

inlining of ANSI C since this language is supported by AlfBackend. 

The resulting parts of the textual modelling language fAlf that was analysed for translation 

into C/ALF for flow analysis in SWEET can be seen in table 2 below. 

Table 2. The different subsets analysed with the resulting conclusions 

Semantic subset Conclusion 

Standard programming 
constructs 

As these constructs are supported in both source and target 
language a translation was possible. 

 Variables Almost a one-to-one translation between the languages. 

 Declaration Easily translatable as most declaration are similar in the two 
languages. 

 Assignment Straightforward translation. 

 Standard Operators 
(+, -, *, < etc.) 

As the standard operators in fAlf have their respective 
operators in both C and ALF this part of the translation was 
trivial. 

 Loops  
(while, do-while, for) 

Simple translation for while-loops and do-while-loops. For-
loops using enumerable sequences were a bit tricky, the 
solution for this was to simply store the length of the used 
sequence. 

 Conditional 
Statements 
(if, if-else, switch-
case) 

Possible to translate as they are quite similar in both 
languages. 
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 Functions For ordinary functions (no recursion) a translation was 
possible. 

Datatypes Possible to translate all of the standard fAlf datatypes with 
some restrictions. 

 Booleans The values true and false are translated into 1 and 0 
respectively. 

 Integers Straightforward translation. 

 UnlimitedNatural Possible within the confines of the minimum conformance 
subset of fAlf. Though this has not been properly tested due 
to the use of C as an intermediate language. 

 Strings Possible to translate with a fixed string length, in regards to 
the lack of dynamic memory in SWEET. 

 Sequences Seen as arrays in the translation since most of the functions 
related to sequences rely on dynamic memory. An 
alternative to this would be to implement a class with a 
predefined max memory size used for “dynamic” purposes. 

 Bit Strings Since bit strings are present in both source and target 
language, a translation is possible. 

Dynamic Memory 
Allocation 

Not supported by ALF/SWEET. 

 Containers Since SWEET does not support dynamic memory, containers 
and similar constructs, such as strings, have to be limited to 
a fixed length known at translation time. 

 Recursive Functions As it requires a dynamically sized stack it is not supported 
by SWEET. 

Parallel Block Parallelism is not supported by ALF/SWEET. 

 Active classes Active classes execute concurrently, which is not possible as 
ALF/SWEET does not allow different threads of execution. 

 Signals Signals in fAlf are used to communicate between different 
active classes which requires some form of parallelism and 
is therefore not supported by ALF/SWEET. 
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Classes Classes are translated from fAlf to ALF with the use of C-like 
structs holding member variables and function pointers. 

 Inheritance In order to represent inheritance in the translation, the child 
contains a struct of the parent type in order to have access to 
all its variables. 

 Member Functions Implemented as global functions that takes the calling object 
as parameter which in turn is used to access its member 
variables. 

Classification Operator ALF represents more advanced types, like structs, as 
continuous space in memory so the only thing that can be 
checked is if they have the same size. This information is not 
enough in order to determine if they are the same type. 

Variable access 
restrictions 
(private, protected, public, 
in, out, inout)  

As the fAlf source code is expected to already be validated in 
a fAlf analyser, no invalid usage of variables should be 
present in the code. This in turn results in no extra steps 
needed to prevent invalid access in the translation. 

Inlining Inlining ANSI C is supported (except code using dynamic 
memory and recursion). 

6 Evaluation and Analysis 

By evaluating and analysing the chosen methods, the benefits and drawbacks of these 

methods were found. The first method was the procedure of dividing the parts of fAlf into 

distinct subsets to analyse. This divide-and-conquer approach could easily be used in order 

to find a suitable translation, making the analysis more structured and parallelisable. 

A benefit of having C as an intermediate language is that since C is mature and more 

widespread than fAlf, many different analysis tools already exist, which can be used to 

further analyse and test the source. 

However one drawback of using C as an intermediate language is that during the 

translation into C, valuable information might be lost. It also makes mapping the 

information given by SWEET back to the original fAlf code more complicated due to the 

differences in syntax as well as the extra code introduced by our translation. What can also 

be noted is that our approach requires the availability of a correct C to ALF translator in 

order to perform a flow analysis in SWEET. 
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Initially we intended to implement membership function calls through function pointers in 

the class struct, this would allow for simple access to inherited functions. However, this did 

not work as intended with function overriding as SWEET’s pointer analysis sees this as 

possible recursion, invalidating the program. In order to resolve this, function calls were 

done directly. 

The results of the analysis affects the subsets of fAlf code that is possible to translate into 

ALF. The largest part of these restrictions related to either parallelism or dynamic memory. 

The limitations enforced by the latter may be less restrictive in embedded systems, where 

dynamic memory is usually avoided. The lack of parallel behaviour on the other hand 

restricts the use of more advanced system simulations with communication through real-

time sensors etc. 

6.1 Case Study 

As a case study, a simulation in fAlf of a robot collecting items in a warehouse was created 

(see appendix A). The robot is assigned to a couple of items and then travels between them 

and the drop-off point, bypassing obstacles in its path (see figure 5). The robot continues 

until all of the item locations has been visited. 

 

Figure 5. Image displaying the scene of the program where the green markers are the items, the blue is the drop-off point and 
the red lines the path of the robot. In this scene the robot has just collected the second item in the top right corner and is 

heading back to the drop-off point. 
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In the translation between fAlf and C, the restrictions found in the analysis were used in 

order to produce a valid translation. Some assumptions made in our analysis as well as on 

SWEET were false and had to be corrected. This included the translation of enumerable 

sequences used in for-loops, where we first tried to manually set the for-loops in C to the 

correct range. However, this solution was thought to be too crude and assuming and we 

instead implemented a list struct called Seq_s, storing the length of the list, like that of a fAlf 

sequence. 

Another problem found with enumerable loops is that the fAlf executioner [19], executed 

some for-loops from first to last, and other for-loops from last to first. This was believed to 

be optimization done on the used executioner as we could find no reason for it in the fAlf 

specification. 

A problem with SWEET was that of its pointer analysis as pointers in structs resulted in 

incorrect execution as well as assuming inherited functions being recursive. To resolve this 

issue we discarded the use of pointers in structs, calling membership functions directly 

through their global declarations. The problem with incorrect execution was later fixed by 

the SWEET developers. However, the translation changes were kept due to the remaining 

problem with inheritance. 

The subsequent C code (see appendix B) was then translated into ALF with the use of the C 

to ALF translator AlfBackend. 

The produced ALF code from the translation was then validated by analysing it using 

SWEET, which was the goal of the translation. The result of the analysis were flow facts, 

such as loop-bounds and number of function calls. By observing table 3 below we can see 

that the number of different function calls is the same in both the source and translated 

code. This is important because it shows that the semantics is equivalent in both code 

formats. 
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Table 3. Comparison of number of calls to interesting functions in the fAlf source code and corresponding numbers taken 
from generated flow facts gained from the analysis in SWEET. 

Function Calls: fAlf ALF 

Robot.moveTowards 914 914 

Robot.canMove 1113 1113 

Robot.rotateRight 168 168 

Robot.rotateLeft 161 161 

Hitbox.intersectsWith 6726 6726 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented and motivated methods used to analyse what parts of the 

source language fAlf that could be translated into intermediate code format ALF for flow 

analysis in SWEET. We started by dividing the source language into different subsets, and 

then analysed these subsets on the basis of translating into ALF. The findings from the 

analysis stage were then validated using a case study that was translated to ALF with the 

use of C as an intermediate language. 

The result of this work shows that it is possible to translate from a subset of fAlf to ALF for 

the purpose of performing a flow analysis in SWEET.  The subset itself was thought to be 

large enough to warrant a translation as it allows modelling of basic systems. This further 

extends the usability of fAlf as more testing and analysis may be done in the design stage of 

a system. The problem with the current solution is that a translation is done by hand, 

shifting the workload from manually analysing the code to manually translating the code. 

7.1 Future Work 

Since the work never resulted in a functioning translator, such an implementation would be 

the main focus for future work as it would allow the use of flow analysis on at least a subset 

of fAlf. One thing that would have to be re-evaluated is the usage of C as intermediate 

language. While the C language opens fAlf up to more analysis tools it also makes the 

mapping of results from the flow analysis in SWEET back to fAlf more difficult. 

Additionally, future work developing ALF/SWEET to incorporate more concepts and 

possible analyses may be of interest. Through this, a larger part of the fAlf language can be 

utilised and translated, as well as reducing the workload by automating analyses. This not 
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only relies on the development of new methods of analysing but also on the interest from 

the industry where such methods are used. 
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Appendix A – Glossary 

 fUML: Foundational UML (fUML) is a subset of UML that is executable through 

stricter syntax. 

 fAlf: Action Language for Foundational UML (Alf, referred to as fAlf in this thesis) is 

a textual programming language representing fUML. 

 WCET: Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) is the longest possible execution time 

for a program given a set of inputs.  

 BCET: Best Case Execution Time (BCET) is the shortest possible execution time for a 

program given a set of inputs.  

 SWEET: SWEdish Execution Time (SWEET) tool is a tool that performs flow and 

timing related analysis on ALF code.  

 ALF: Artist2 Language for Flow analysis (ALF) is an intermediate code format used 

for execution in the SWEET tool. 

 AlfBackend: AlfBackend is a translator from ANSI-C to ALF.  



 

 

Appendix B - fAlf code of Case Study 

active class Example { 
 public class Vector { 
  public X : Integer; 
  public Y : Integer; 
  @Create public Vector(in X : Integer, in Y : Integer){ 
   this.X = X; 
   this.Y = Y; 
  } 
  public vecRotateLeft(){ 
   let temp : Integer = this.X; 
   this.X = ((this.Y * this.Y) * -(this.Y)); 
   this.Y = ((temp * temp) * temp); 
  } 
  public vecRotateRight(){ 
   let temp : Integer = this.X; 
   this.X = ((this.Y * this.Y) * this.Y); 
   this.Y = ((temp * temp) * -(temp)); 
  } 
  public Eq(in other : Vector) : Boolean { 
   return (this.X == other.X) && (this.Y == other.Y); 
  } 
 } 
 public class Hitbox { 
  public pos : Vector; 
  private height : Integer; 
  private width : Integer;   
  @Create public Hitbox(in pos : Vector, in w : Integer, in h 

: Integer) { 
    this.pos = new Vector(pos.X, pos.Y); 
    this.width = w; 
    this.height = h;        
  } 
  public IntersectsWith(in other : Hitbox) : Boolean { 
   return ((this.pos.X < (other.pos.X + other.width) && 
         (this.pos.X + this.width) > other.pos.X && 
       this.pos.Y < (other.pos.Y + other.height) 

&& 
         (this.pos.Y + this.height) > other.pos.Y)); 
  } 
 } 
 public class Robot { 
  private Body : Hitbox; 
  private left : Vector; 
  private forward : Vector; 
  private right : Vector;  
  private obstacles : Hitbox[0..*];   



 

 

  @Create public Robot(in body : Hitbox, in obs : 

Hitbox[0..*]) { 
   this.forward = new Vector(1, 0); 
   this.right = new Vector(0, -1); 
   this.left = new Vector(0, 1);    
   this.Body = body; 
   this.obstacles = obs; 
  } 
  private rotateLeft()  { 
   this.right.X = this.forward.X; 
   this.right.Y = this.forward.Y;    
   this.forward.X = this.left.X; 
   this.forward.Y = this.left.Y;    
   this.left.vecRotateLeft(); 
  } 
  private rotateRight() { 
   this.left.X = this.forward.X; 
   this.left.Y = this.forward.Y;    
   this.forward.X = this.right.X; 
   this.forward.Y = this.right.Y;    
   this.right.vecRotateRight(); 
  } 
  private canMove(in dir : Vector) : Boolean { 
   let res : Boolean = true; 
   this.Body.pos.X += dir.X; 
   this.Body.pos.Y += dir.Y;    
   for(Hitbox obs : this.obstacles) { 
    if(this.Body.IntersectsWith(obs)) { 
     res = false; 
     break; 
    } 
   } 
   this.Body.pos.X -= dir.X; 
   this.Body.pos.Y -= dir.Y; 
   return res; 
  } 
  private getDirectionWeight(in dir : Vector, in target : 

Vector) : Integer { 
   return ((target.X - this.Body.pos.X) * dir.X) + 

((target.Y - this.Body.pos.Y) * dir.Y); 
  } 
  private updateDirection(in target : Vector) { 
   let movePrio : Vector[] = Vector[]{new 

Vector(this.forward.X, this.forward.Y), new Vector(this.left.X, 

this.left.Y), new Vector(this.right.X, this.right.Y)}; 
 
   let tmpX : Integer = movePrio[1].X; 
   let tmpY : Integer = movePrio[1].Y; 
   let actionTaken : Boolean = false; 



 

 

   if(this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[1], target) < 

this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[2], target)) {     
    movePrio[1].X = movePrio[2].X; 
    movePrio[1].Y = movePrio[2].Y;     
    movePrio[2].X = tmpX; 
    movePrio[2].Y = tmpY; 
   } 
   if(this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[2], target) < 

this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[3], target)) { 
    tmpX = movePrio[2].X; 
    tmpY = movePrio[2].Y;     
    movePrio[2].X = movePrio[3].X; 
    movePrio[2].Y = movePrio[3].Y;     
    movePrio[3].X = tmpX; 
    movePrio[3].Y = tmpY; 
     
    if(this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[1], target) < 

this.getDirectionWeight(movePrio[2], target)) { 
     tmpX = movePrio[1].X; 
     tmpY = movePrio[1].Y;      
     movePrio[1].X = movePrio[2].X; 
     movePrio[1].Y = movePrio[2].Y; 
     movePrio[2].X = tmpX; 
     movePrio[2].Y = tmpY; 
       } 
   } 
   for(dir in movePrio) { 
    if(this.canMove(dir)) { 
     if(dir.Eq(this.forward)) { 
      actionTaken = true; 
      break; 
     } 
     else if(dir.Eq(this.left)) { 
      this.rotateLeft(); 
      actionTaken = true; 
      break; 
     } 
     else { 
      this.rotateRight(); 
      actionTaken = true; 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   if (!actionTaken) { 
    this.rotateLeft(); 
    this.rotateLeft(); 
   } 
  } 



 

 

  private changePos(in dir : Vector) { 
   this.Body.pos.X += dir.X; 
   this.Body.pos.Y += dir.Y; 
  }  
  private moveTowards(in target : Hitbox) : Boolean { 
   this.updateDirection(target.pos); 
   this.changePos(this.forward); 
   return this.Body.IntersectsWith(target); 
  } 
  public Fetch(in pickup : Hitbox, in dropoff : Hitbox) { 
   while(!(this.moveTowards(pickup))){} 
   while(!(this.moveTowards(dropoff))){} 
  } 
  public FetchList(in pickupList : Hitbox[0..*], in dropoff : 

Hitbox) { 
   for(pickup in pickupList) { 
    this.Fetch(pickup, dropoff); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
do { 
 //List of obstacles to be used in the simulation 
 let obstacles : Hitbox[] = Hitbox[]{ 
new Hitbox(new Vector(-1, 0), 1, 100),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(0, -1), 100, 1),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(100, 0), 1, 100),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(0, 100), 100, 1),                               

new Hitbox(new Vector(25, 25), 5, 50),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(75, 25), 5, 50)};      

       
 let items : Hitbox[] = Hitbox[]{ 
new Hitbox(new Vector(5, 5), 1, 1),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(95, 95), 1, 1),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(15, 75), 1, 1),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(85, 5), 1, 1),  
new Hitbox(new Vector(85, 65), 1, 1)}; 
 
 let dropoff : Hitbox = new Hitbox(new Vector(50, 50), 1, 1); 
 
 let robot : Robot = new Robot(new Hitbox(new Vector(50, 50), 1, 

1), obstacles); 
 
 robot.FetchList(items, dropoff); 
} 

  



 

 

Appendix C - C code of Case Study 

typedef struct Seq_s { 
 int size, itt, itemSize; 
 void * data; 
} Seq; 
Seq Seq_Construct(void * data, int length, int itemSize) { 
 Seq res; 
 res.itt = 0; 
 res.size = length; 
 res.itemSize = itemSize; 
 res.data = data; 
 return res; 
} 
typedef struct Vector_s { 
 int X, Y; 
} Vector; 
int Vector_Eq(Vector * this, Vector b) { 
 return (this->X == b.X && this->Y == b.Y); 
} 
int Vector_RotateLeft(Vector* this) { 
 int temp = this->X; 
 this->X = ((this->Y * this->Y) * -this->Y); 
 this->Y = ((temp * temp) * temp); 
 return 0; 
} 
int Vector_RotateRight(Vector* this) { 
 int temp = this->X; 
 this->X = ((this->Y * this->Y) * this->Y); 
 this->Y = ((temp * temp) * -temp); 
 return 0; 
} 
Vector Vector_Construct(int x, int y) { 
 Vector res = { x, y }; 
 return res; 
} 
typedef struct Hitbox_s { 
 Vector pos; 
 int width, height; 
} Hitbox; 
int Hitbox_IntersectsWith(Hitbox* this, Hitbox* other) { 
 int res = (((this->pos.X < (other->pos.X + other->width)) && 
  ((this->pos.X + this->width) > other->pos.X) && 
  (this->pos.Y < (other->pos.Y + other->height)) && 
  ((this->pos.Y + this->height) > other->pos.Y))); 
 return res; 
} 
Hitbox Hitbox_Construct(int x, int y, int w, int h) { 
 Hitbox res = { { x, y }, w, h }; 



 

 

 return res; 
} 
Hitbox Obstacles[] = { { { -1, 0 }, 1, 100 }, 
{ { 0, -1 }, 100, 1 }, 
{ { 100, 0 }, 1, 100 }, 
{ { 0, 100 }, 100, 1 }, 
{ { 25, 25}, 5, 50 }, 
{ { 75, 25 }, 5, 50 } 
}; 
typedef struct Robot_s { 
 Hitbox Body; 
 Vector forward, left, right; 
 Seq obstacles; 
} Robot; 
int Robot_RotateRight(Robot * this) { 
 this->left = this->forward; 
 this->forward = this->right; 
 Vector_RotateRight(&this->right); 
 return 0; 
} 
int Robot_RotateLeft(Robot * this) { 
 this->right = this->forward; 
 this->forward = this->left; 
 Vector_RotateLeft(&this->left); 
 return 0; 
} 
int Robot_canMove(Robot * this, Vector dir) { 
 int res = 1; 
 this->Body.pos.X += dir.X; 
 this->Body.pos.Y += dir.Y; 
 Hitbox * tmp = this->obstacles.data; 
 for (this->obstacles.itt = this->obstacles.size - 1; this-

>obstacles.itt > -1; this->obstacles.itt--) { 
  if (Hitbox_IntersectsWith(&this->Body, (tmp + this-

>obstacles.itt))) { 
   res = 0; 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
 this->Body.pos.X -= dir.X; 
 this->Body.pos.Y -= dir.Y; 
 return res; 
} 
int Robot_getDirectionWeight(Robot * this, Vector dir, Vector target) 

{ 
 return ((target.X - this->Body.pos.X) * dir.X) + ((target.Y - 

this->Body.pos.Y) * dir.Y); 
} 
 



 

 

int Robot_updateDirection(Robot* this, Vector target) { 
 Vector movePrio[3] = { { this->forward.X, this->forward.Y}, { 

this->left.X, this->left.Y}, { this->right.X, this->right.Y}}; 
 int tmpX = movePrio[0].X, tmpY = movePrio[0].Y; 
 if (Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[0], target) < 

Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[1], target)) { 
  movePrio[0].X = movePrio[1].X; 
  movePrio[0].Y = movePrio[1].Y; 
  movePrio[1].X = tmpX; 
  movePrio[1].Y = tmpY; 
 } 
 if (Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[1], target) < 

Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[2], target)) { 
  tmpX = movePrio[1].X; 
  tmpY = movePrio[1].Y; 
  movePrio[1].X = movePrio[2].X; 
  movePrio[1].Y = movePrio[2].Y; 
  movePrio[2].X = tmpX; 
  movePrio[2].Y = tmpY; 
  if (Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[0], target) < 

Robot_getDirectionWeight(this, movePrio[1], target)) { 
   tmpX = movePrio[0].X; 
   tmpY = movePrio[0].Y; 
   movePrio[0].X = movePrio[1].X; 
   movePrio[0].Y = movePrio[1].Y; 
   movePrio[1].X = tmpX; 
   movePrio[1].Y = tmpY; 
  } 
 } 
 for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) { 
  if (Robot_canMove(this, movePrio[i])) { 
   if (Vector_Eq(&movePrio[i], this->forward)) { 
    return 0; 
   } else if (Vector_Eq(&movePrio[i], this->left)) { 
    Robot_RotateLeft(this); 
    return 0; 
   } else { 
    Robot_RotateRight(this); 
    return 0; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 Robot_RotateLeft(this); 
 Robot_RotateLeft(this); 
 return 0; 
} 
int Robot_ChangePos(Robot* this, Vector dir) { 
 this->Body.pos.X += dir.X; 
 this->Body.pos.Y += dir.Y; 



 

 

 return 0; 
} 
int Robot_moveTowards(Robot* this, Hitbox target) { 
 Robot_updateDirection(this, target.pos); 
 Robot_ChangePos(this, this->forward); 
 return (Hitbox_IntersectsWith(&this->Body, &target)); 
} 
int Robot_Fetch(Robot* this, Hitbox pickup, Hitbox dropOff) { 
 while (!(Robot_moveTowards(this, pickup))) {} 
 while (!(Robot_moveTowards(this, dropOff))) {} 
 return 0; 
} 
int Robot_FetchList(Robot * this, Seq list, Hitbox dropOff) { 
 Hitbox * temp = list.data; 
 for (list.itt = 0; list.itt < list.size; list.itt++) { 
  Robot_Fetch(this, *(temp + list.itt), dropOff); 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
Robot Robot_Construct(Hitbox body, Hitbox* Obstacles, int 

Obstacles_Length) { 
 Seq obstacles = Seq_Construct(Obstacles, Obstacles_Length, 

sizeof(Hitbox)); 
 Robot res; 
 res.Body = body; 
 res.obstacles = obstacles; 
 res.forward = Vector_Construct(1, 0); 
 res.right = Vector_Construct(0, -1); 
 res.left = Vector_Construct(0, 1); 
 return res; 
} 
int main() { 
 Hitbox items[] = { 

{{5, 5}, 1, 1}, 
 {{95, 95}, 1, 1}, 
 {{15, 75}, 1, 1}, 
 {{85, 5}, 1, 1}, 
 {{85, 65}, 1, 1}}; 
 Seq itemSeq = Seq_Construct(items, 5, sizeof(Hitbox)); 
 Hitbox dropOff = Hitbox_Construct(50, 50, 1, 1); 
 Robot robot = Robot_Construct(Hitbox_Construct(50, 50, 1, 1), 

Obstacles, 6); 
 Robot_FetchList(&robot, itemSeq, dropOff); 
 return 0; 
} 


